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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we fo us on shape-based similarity querying
over life s ien e data, and dis uss the key role played by
normalization in this ontext. Our treatment of normalization is based on the semanti s of similarity transformations,
whi h are mathemati al groups. We make an expli it assoiation between normalization and equivalen e lasses over
data, ontaning data items with the same shape. Normalization obtains (a) the normal form of ea h data item, whi h
serves as a representative of its equivalen e lass, together
with (b) the normalization parameters that allow us to map
the normal form ba k to the original item. Normalizationbased notions of similarity distan e are also treated.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Life S ien es in lude biology, medi ine, and related areas
(su h as plant s ien e, virology, immunology, et .). Resear h
in data mining and information retrieval for life s ien es
data has involved medi al image data [PC03, PF97, KSF98℄
as well as time-series data [GK95, CW99, Aa h01, KK02℄.
Spe i examples of time-series data for the life s ien es
in lude:
- blood glu ose levels
- ECG
- soil temperatures
- water levels
For these examples, as well as for medi al images of tumors,
it is often the shape of the data that is of interest, rather
than (or in addition to) the a tual values.
In this paper, we fo us on shape-based similarity querying,
whi h is on erned with the shape of the data items (su h as
time-series sequen es, or tumor outlines), and looks for data
items whose shape, rather than values, is similar to that of
the query item. For example:



Blood glu ose levels of a fat and a skinny patient may



be di erent, but they may follow the same pattern that
indi ates hypogly emia.
Soil temperatures on two di erent days may start at
di erent values, but may rise and fall in the same way.

Data mining te hniques for life-s ien es data, su h as similarity querying, often involve the prepro essing of data; the
various te hniques for data prepro essing for life-s ien es
data in lude data smoothing, and normalization.
Normalization is prepro essing te hnique that \standardizes" life-s ien es data by transforming it to a normal form.
This transformation also generates normalization parameters, that allow a mapping from the normal form ba k to
the original data. There are several types of normalization,
su h as:
- min-max normalization
- z s ore normalization
- de imal s aling
Normalization plays a key role in eÆ ient and exible shapebased similarity querying systems, su h as [GK95, CW99℄.
The present paper is on erned with analyzing and formalizing the role of normalization in shape-based similarity querying; it is a te hni al treatment, providing formal semanti s
for the normalization. Every attempt is made to keep the
dis ussion as general as possible, on ning to examples all
dis ussion of spe i types of data, or spe i transformations, or spe i normal forms.

Unlike other treatments of this topi , ours is based on the
semanti s of similarity transformations, whi h are mathemati al groups. We make an expli it asso iation between
normalization and equivalen e lasses over data, ontaning
data items with the same shape. Normalization obtains (a)
the normal form of ea h data item, whi h serves as a representative of its equivalen e lass, together with (b) the
normalization parameters that allow us to map the normal
form ba k to the original item. Normalization-based notions
of similarity distan e are also treated.
Other types of data mining for life-s ien es data all for normalization as well, notably mi roarray analysis. Normalization is a used in mir roarray analysis to remove non biologial variations introdu ed by the experimental pro ess. Several te hniques for normalization of mi roarrays have been
developed, in luding [SS03, Qua02, CVFB03, SD00℄. These
will not be dis ussed in this arti le.

shape-based similarity queries. However, the treatment of
normalization for shape-based queries in the present paper
is more general and more extensive than elsewhere in the
literature.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (b) is a similarity transformation of (a).

2.

SEMANTICS OF SHAPE-BASED SIMILARITY

This se tion provides the transformation-based semanti s
and the de nitions for similarity querying, whi h are based
on normal forms.

2.1 Similarity Transformations
Our formalization of the notion of shape-based similarity
is based on transformations between data items (either sequen es of time-series data, or tumor/shape outlines), from
some set of transformations G. Data items are de ned similar if there exists a transformation in G whi h maps one to
the other:

Definition 2.1. (Similarity) Let D be a distan e metri between data items and   0 a toleran e. Query sequen e Q is approximately similar within toleran e  to data
sequen e S when there exists a similarity transformation T
in G so that D(Q; T (S ))  . When  is set to 0, we say
that Q and S are exa tly similar, or just similar.
In the ase of time-series sequen es, we onsider two basi
lasses of transformations:
- shift transformations, where the value of all
members in a sequen es is in reased or de reased
by the same onstraint, and
- s ale transformations, where the all the values
are multiplied by some onstant.
In the ase of tumor/shape outlines, the basi transformations are:
- rotation (around a xed point, su h as entroid),
- s aling (same shape, di erent area),
- x-translation, and
- y -translation.
Compositions of two or more basi transformations yield
new lasses of transformations; all of these transformation
lasses form groups; The mathemati al eld of Transformational Geometry [MP65℄ is a theory of su h transformations.

Example 2.1. Compositions of shift- and s ale- transformations are transformations that are, oin identally, known
in Transformational Geometry as similarity transformations.
Figure 1 illustrates a time-series sequen e before and after a
similarity transformation.
Note: this example, as well as all subsequent ones, is based
on [GK95℄, whi h pioneered the use of normalization for

The group property of transformations implies that ea h
transformation T has an inverse transformation T 1 . For
any data item X , T (T 1 (X )) = T 1 (T (X )) = X .
Also, given a lass of transformations T , any transformation TP in T an be hara terized by a tuple of real-valued
transformation parameters P , with one parameter for ea h
basi transformation involved.

Example 2.2. For similarity transformations over timeseries sequen es (Example 2.1), the transformation parameters are a pair of reals (a; b) (where a > 0); a is the s ale
parameter, and b is the shift parameter. The similarity
transformation Ta;b maps ea h element xi in the sequen e
to a  xi + b. The inverse transformation of Ta;b is Ta;b1 =
T1=a; b=a .
2.2 Similarity Classes and their Normal Forms
Every lass of transformations TP indu es the orresponding similarity relation over the data items; by De nition 2.1
we have that X is exa tly similar to Y i there exist values
for transformation parameters P su h that X = TP (Y ). It
an be shown for every lass of transformations, the orresponding similarity relation S is re exive, symmetri , and
transitive.

Example 2.3. Consider omposition of shift- and s aletransformations de ned in Example 2.2.
Re exivity: for any sequen e X , X = T1;0 (X ) (the identity transformation);

Symmetry: if X = Ta;b (Y ) then Y = T1=a; b=a (X ) =
Ta;b1 (X ) (the inverse of Ta;b );
Transitivity: if X = Ta;b (Y ) and Y = T ;d (Z ), then X =
Ta ;ad+b (Z ) = (Ta;b T ;d )(Z ) (the non- ommutative produ t
of Ta;b and T ;d ).
Therefore, every lass of transformations T partitions all
data elements into equivalen e lasses, whi h we all similarity lasses. We shall denote the similarity lass of X by
T (X ); it onsists of all data items Y su h that S (X; Y ).
The normal form of any data item X is another member of
T (X ), whi h serves as a unique representative for that lass:

Definition 2.2. For any data item X , its normal form
is a data item  (X ) su h that:
 S (X;  (X ))
 if S (X; Y ), then  (X ) =  (Y )
We say that X is normal if  (X ) = X .

This normal form is riti al to our evaluation strategy for
shape-based similarity queries.
The normalization parameters of any data item X allow us
to obtain X from its normal form:

Definition

2.3. Given a data item X , its normalization
parameters are the unique transformation parameters P su h
that X = TP ( (X )).
We will make the assumption that given any data item X ,
its normalization parameters are eÆ iently omputable. If
X = TP ( (X )), then  (X ) = TP 1 (X ); hen e, these normalization parameters allow us to ompute both transformations (from and to the normal form).

Example 2.4. Given a time-series sequen e X (of length
n), let us denote its average by (X ), and its standard deviation by  (X ):

P
(X ) = (1=n) in xi ;
P
 (X ) = ((1=n) in (xi
1

1

(X )) ) =

2 1 2

:

We say that X is normal if  (X ) = 1 and (X ) = 0; that
is, the normal form of X has the standard deviation of 1
and the average value of 0. Then, ( (X ); (X )) serve as
normalization parameters for X :

X = T(X ); (X )( (X )):
An alternate approa h to normalizing time-series data is to
normalize its bounding box. In this ase, the s ale and shift
fa tors depend on the interval between the minimum and
the maximum values, rather than on the standard deviation
and the average as in Example 2.4. This method is more
sensitive to outliers, and not as e e tive for shape-based
similarity querying.
Normalization is a te hnique that obtains, for any data item

X , both its normal form  (X ) and its normalization parameters P . Normalization-based data mining systems rely on
normalization for data prepro essing.

2.3 Similarity Distance
Similarity distan e DS tells us how similar pairs of data
items are; given three items X; Y; Z , we say that X is more
similar to Y than to Z if DS (X; Y ) < DS (X; Z ).

Definition 2.4. Given two data items X and Y , and a
distan e metri D between data items, the similarity distan e
between X and Y , denoted DS (X; Y ), is the distan e between
their normal forms:
DS (X; Y ) = D( (X );  (Y ))
Note that the similarity distan e between any pair of sequen es from T (X ) and T (Y ) is the same.

DS is a generalization of a similarity relation S :

S (X; Y ) is true i DS (X; Y ) = 0.

Example 2.5. The similarity distan e between the timeseries sequen es (a) and (b) of Figure 1 is 0.
It is easy to see that, whenever D is a distan e metri , then
so is DS :





it is non-negative and symmetri ;
it obeys the triangle inequality;
it is e e tively omputable.

3. NORMALIZATION FOR SIMILARITY
QUERIES
Having de ned the semanti s of similarity and of normal
forms, we are ready to dis uss the role that normalization
plays in shape-based similarity queries.

3.1 Exact Similarity Queries
The Exa t Similarity query is de ned as follows:

Definition 3.1. (Exa t Similarity Query) Given a
query item X and a similarity relation S , nd all data items
Y su h that S (X; Y ); i.e., DS (X; Y ) = 0.
Exa t Similarity queries are to be ontrasted with Exa t
Mat h queries, where we look for data items that are the
same as (rather than similar to) the query item:

Definition 3.2. (Exa t Mat h Query) Given a query
item X , nd all data items Y su h that X = Y ; i.e.,
D(X; Y ) = 0.
Note: While these queries do not seem very useful, espe ially
the latter, their distan e-based generalizations in the next
se tion are more useful.
Normalization data allows one to answer both of the above
queries without the need to a ess the original data, nor to
perform any transformations during query evaluation. This
is due to the following observations:




for any data items X and Y , S (X; Y ) i  (X ) =  (Y );
for any data items X and Y , X = Y i  (X ) =  (Y )
and the normalization parameters of X mat h those of
Y.

In essense, for normalization-based systems, both of these
queries are just spe ial ases of look-up queries:

Proposition 3.1. The output of an exa t similarity query
onsists of all data sequen es whose normal form is the same
as for the query sequen e; the output of an exa t mat h
query onsists of all data sequen es whose normal form and
normalization parameters are the same as for the query sequen e.

Proof: Follows from observations above.
There exist very eÆ ient strategies for implementing lookup queries; normalization therefore serves as an optimization
te hnique for similarity queries. By performing normalization up front, these systems avoid data transformations during similarity queries. Sin e the same dataset is typi ally
subje ted to multiple similarity queries, the time needed for
normalization is more than o set by the time saved during
the queries.
The advantages of normalization be ome even more apparent when one onsiders omposite similarity transformations,
onsisting of two or more basi ones (Se tion 2.1). In this
ase, all similarity queries over the dataset { not only for
similarity relation that orresponds to the omposite similarity transformation, but for the similarity relation the orresponds to all the basi transformations as well { an be
implemented as look-up queries over the same normalized
data.

Example 3.1. The normalization data for time-series sequen es onsists of their normal form, and the shift and s ale
parameters (Example 2.4). Consider two time-series sequen es X and Y , whose normalization data is ( (X ); aX ; bX )
and ( (Y ); aY ; bY ), respe tively. Then:
 X and Y
 X and Y

have the same shape if  (X ) =  (Y );

are the same up to a shift transformation if
( (X ); aX ) = ( (Y ); aY );

 X and Y

are the same up to a s ale transformation if
( (X ); bX ) = ( (Y ); bY );

 X and Y are the same if ( (X ); aX ; bX ) = ( (Y ); aY ; bY ).
3.2 Similarity Queries with Distance
In this se tion, we generalize Exa t Similarity and Exa t
Mat h queries to in lude distan e; normalization ontinues
playing a key role in the eÆ ient evaluation of the resulting
queries.
Similarity distan e provides a basis for de ning Approximate
Similarity queries:

Definition 3.3. (Approximate Similarity Query)
Given a query item X , a toleran e   0, a distan e metri
D, and a similarity relation S , nd all data items Y su h
that DS (X; Y )  .
By de nition, the similarity distan e between two data items
is the distan e between their normal forms. Just as for Exa t
Similarity queries, normalization allows us to pre ompute
the normal forms, making query evaluation more eÆ ient.
Analogously, we an de ne Approximate Mat h queries:

Definition 3.4. (Approximate Mat h Query)
Given a query item X , a toleran e   0, and a distan e
metri D, nd all data items Y su h that D(X; Y )  .

Again, the goal is to make use of a single set of normalization data for eÆ ient evaluation of both of the above
queries, as well as for the evaluation of the various Approximate Similarity queries, for various notions of similarity.
But now, query evaluation no longer onsists of simple lookup, and the orresponden e between Approximate Similarity and Approximate Mat h is not as straightforward as for
their exa t versions.
We view these two queries as spe ial ases of general similarity queries, dis ussed below.

3.3 General Similarity Queries
The most general type of shape-based similarity query is as
follows:

Definition 3.5. (General Similarity Query)
Given a query item X , a toleran e   0, and bounds (lower
and upper) for ea h transformation parameter, nd all [Y; P ℄,
where Y is a data item and P is transformation parameters
within the spe i ed bounds, su h that D(X; TP (Y ))  .
Note that the bounds on transformation parameters may
have the value of 1.
General queries may be spe ialized by omitting the bounds
for one or more transformation parameter. When all bounds
are omitted, we obtain an approximate similarity query as a
spe ial ase of the general similarity query.

Example 3.2. For shift- and s ale- similarity, the bounds
form two intevals, for the s ale and shift parameters respe tively:
(la ; ua ); (lb ; ub ):
The resulting query is as follows:
Given X and , we are looking for all (Y; a; b)
su h that D(X; aY + b)  , where la  a  ua
and lb  b  ub .
The bounds on a and/or b an be omitted to spe ialize the
query. For example, if want to query for s aling transformations only, we omit the bound on the shift parameter. The
resulting query is as follows:
Given X and , we are looking for all (Y; a) su h
that D(X; aY )  , where la  a  ua .
The normalization te hniques for general similarity queries,
in the ase of time-series data, were pioneered in [GK95℄ and
implemented in [Mill96℄. The approa h is to translate the
parameters of the general query (i.e., bounds on the transformation parameters and ) to orresponding parameters of
a range query over normalization data (i.e., bounds on the
normalization parameters and i , the internal epsilon). The
latter parameters are then used in a range query against an
index stru ture (su h as an R -tree) that holds the normalization data.

Example 3.3. The general query in Example 3.2 translates to the following range query:

Given a query sequen e X , an internal toleran e
 0, bounds l  u and l  u , nd all
items Y in the dataset su h that D( (X );  (Y )) 
i , l  (Y )  u , and l   (Y )  u .

i

The (internal) range query allows us to determine whi h sequen es might be a potential mat h for our (external) similarity query. A post-pro essing ltering step is needed to
weed out false alarms that mat h the range query but not
the similarity query. The eÆ ien y of the index-based range
query more than ompensates for the ineÆ ien y of the extra ltering step.
Note that while the system allows su h false alarms, it does
not allow false dismissals; all sequen es that satisfy the similarity query are retrieved by the range query.

4.

DISCUSSION

Normalization is a data prepro essing te hnique that plays
an important role in data mining of life-s ien es data. The
present paper was on erned with analyzing and formalizing
the role of normalization in shape-based similarity querying over life-s ien e data, spe i ally time-series data and
tumor/shape data. Shift- and s ale- normalization of timeseries data was pioneered in [GK95℄, leading to an eÆ ient
yet exible approa h to similarity querying; a prototype system based on this approa h was developed in [Mill96℄. Other
works have followed, in luding [CW99, ZS03℄.
Unlike other treatments of this topi , ours was based on
the semanti s of similarity transformations, whi h an be
basi or omposite. We made an expli it asso iation between
normalization and equivalen e lasses over data, ontaning
data items with the same shape. Every attempt was made
to keep our dis ussion as general as possible, on ning to
examples all dis ussion of spe i types of data, or spe i
transformations, or spe i normal forms.
Normalization obtains (a) the normal form of ea h data
item, whi h serves as a representative of its equivalen e lass,
together with (b) the normalization parameters that allow
us to transform the normal form ba k to the original data
item. Normalization-based notions of similarity distan e are
also treated.
We onsidered exa t as well as approximate notions of similarity, for basi as well as omposite similarity transformations. Note that other extensions of these queries are possible, su h as subsequen e sear h for time-series data [AFS93℄.
However, these extensions do not o er any additional insights into the role of normalization, whi h is the fo us of
our paper.
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